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1. INTRODUCTION 
SOON after Donaldson introduced his polynomial invariants for 4-manifolds, the obvious 
question-how to compute these invariants through cut and paste operations-became 
a crucial issue. The first steps were taken by Floer [17], who defined “Floer homology” 
groups for homology 3-spheres Y, and Donaldson [ll], who showed that a 4-manifold 
X1 with boundary Y defines, under suitable circumstances, an element of the Floer 
homology of Y. Moreover, the groups for Y and 7, the same manifold with reversed 
orientation, are dual vector spaces, and Donaldson’s invariants for X1 uy X,, where X, has 
boundary r, can be computed by pairing the vectors in the Floer homology groups. 
Shortly thereafter, Witten [32] and Atiyah [l] realised that this pattern, associating 
vector spaces to d-manifolds and vectors in these to cobounding (d + l)-manifolds, was 
a theory that could be studied through path integral methods on the one hand, and 
formalised in a functorial way on the other. In spite of this, it remained a challenging 
problem to relax the conditions in the work of Floer and Donaldson in order to facilitate 
more computations. Let us explain where some of the difficulties reside. 
Donaldson’s invariants combine a moduli space d(P) of anti-self-dual connections on 
an SU(2)-bundle P over a closed, oriented, Riemannian 4-manifold X and a map 
/z!:Hj(X;H) + H4-‘(A!(P);Z), to define topological invariants 
Y&h,~ . . 3 4 = s Pc(4 u . . . U/4%) “u(P)
provided that the integral makes sense and is independent of the metric. When will this be 
the case? First of all, it is reasonable to require that A(P) be a smooth manifold (for 
a generic metric on X) and that the forms which we want to integrate have compact 
support. 
The first of these conditions is certainly not always satisfied, as is beautifully demon- 
strated by Donaldson’s first paper on the topology of 4-manifolds [lo]. Here the determina- 
tion of the intersection form for definite 4-manifolds proceeds through a study of the 
singularities of A!(P) which are caused by reducible connections formed as quotient 
singularities for the gauge group. Nevertheless if the intersection form of the manifold X has 
maximally positive subspace of dimension > 1 we know that there will be no singularities in 
A(P) for every metric on X in a generic one parameter family, allowing us to not only 
conclude this for an individual metric, but also for the cobordism used in the comparison of 
the integrals among different metrics. 
However, it is important to note that even if A’(P) consists entirely of irreducible 
connections and is smooth for this reason, this need not hold for moduli spaces associated 
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to the Xi. Indeed, pasting reducible instantons on X2 to irreducible ones on X, always gives 
irreducibles on X. Our target here is to deal with reducible instantons on Xz through the use 
of equivariant cohomology. As in the usual case, this means creating Floer groups for more 
general 3-manifolds Y, relative Donaldson invariants for 4-manifolds Xi cobounding Y and 
a pairing on the groups which recovers the invariant for the closed 4-manifold X. 
The second problem, that of the compact support of the classes in the image of the 
p-map was treated beautifully by Donaldson [ 131, in the case of two-dimensional classes ai, 
and further understanding was reached by Friedman-Morgan [ 191. We have not been able 
to bring their methods fully to bear on the case of equivariant cohomology classes, and 
there is room for substantial improvement of our results. Partly these have been discovered 
by Donaldson [14]. 
These two problems-that of dealing with reducibles and compactness of the moduli 
spaces-are not all that one encounters. Further difficulties arise when the classes ai are not 
elements of Hj(Xi;H), but go through the middle; that is, Uj = aj + aj’ with U! E Hj(Xi, 
aXi;z) and 0 # auf = - &rj2 E Hi- 1 ( Y). This gives rise to the so-called Floer-Fukaya 
groups where the picture of topological field theory can be salvaged (see [28,7]). It seems 
reasonable to expect that equivariant Floer theory can also be combined with the ideas of 
Fukaya to form a good theory. 
On the technical side there are two different approaches. On one hand, one may perturb 
the equations and end up with simpler analysis if willing to assume the additional burden of 
proving that the results are independent of the perturbation; this has been followed by Floer 
[17], Donaldson-Furuta [14], Fukaya [21] and Braam-Donaldson [7]. The perturbations 
must be chosen with extreme care when reducible connections are present. On the other 
hand, one may choose to not perturb. When introducing long cylindrical necks Y x [0, T] 
in X one will then encounter the flat connections on Y as approximate limits of the 
instantons on X. While these are intrinsically associated to Y, they do not show generic 
behaviour under all circumstances and thereby introduce new analytical difficulties. These 
have been partly overcome by Taubes [27] and Morgan et al. [24]. 
This paper will discuss its results in Section 2.1, and a typical example of how the 
algebro-topological machinery operates in Section 2.2. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 discuss finite 
dimensional techniques from equivariant topology and Morse theory, some of which 
appear to be novel. In Section 3.3, we review the relevant gauge theory on cylinders and on 
4-manifolds with cylindrical ends, including good classes of perturbations. In Sections 4.1 
and 4.2 we define the equivariant Floer (co)homology groups, their pairing and module 
structure, which is followed in Section 4.3 by some examples of these groups for space 
forms. In Section 5.1 we discuss the invariants for manifolds with a cylindrical end, and in 
Section 5.2 the morphisms induced by cobordisms. This allows us to show that our groups 
are independent of the perturbation, provided it is chosen from a natural class. In 
Section 6.1 we show that invariants for closed four-manifolds can be extracted from the 
invariants for Xi, and in Section 6.2 we deduce a vanishing theorem for polynomial 
invariants. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
2.1. 
Let P + Y be a principal G = SU(2)-bundle over an oriented closed 3-manifold Y. We 
consider the gradient flow of the SU(2)-invariant Chern-Simons function cs:&/@,, + S’, 
where & is the space of connections on P and &, is the group of based gauge transforma- 
tions of degree 0. After adding a perturbation f(from a suitable class of perturbations 
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P& defined in Section 3.3) to cs, the moduli spaces of gradient lines ~?~(a, fi) between the 
critical orbits a, fi of cs +f are smooth SU(2)-manifolds. These can be studied as framed 
instanton moduli spaces on the cylinder Y x R, modulo the translation action. We fix 
a homotopy class of trivialisations of P and assign an index? to each critical orbit such that 
dim .&?,(a, /?) = i(a) - i( fi) + dim a - 1. Moreover we have equivariant endpoint maps 
e,’ : 44?0(a, B) + a, e+@&J) -+fl. 
Gradient lines only flow from critical orbits with higher indices to ones with lower indices. 
Let g be the Lie algebra of SU(2) and denote by S*(g) the symmetric algebra on g, where 
elements in g have degree 2. For a G-manifold X, define complexes 
Q,,*(X) = (S*(g) @Rdimx-*(X))G, C&$(X) = (S*(g*) 0 n*(X))c. 
With boundary and coboundary operators 8, and dc, these complexes will compute 
equivariant homology and cohomology denoted by Ho,,(X) and HE(X). When the 
G-action on X is free, the equivalent homology is isomorphic to the homology of the 
quotient X/G. If the quotient is oriented and compact, there is hence a fundamental class 
y = [X]c in equivariant homology. A pairing arises,_from the linear pairing between the 
symmetric algebras and the integral pairing of differential forms and is written ( , ). 
For the 3-manifold Y, define graded vector spaces 
with (co)boundary operators, expressed as a matrix with respect o the summands in the 
complexes: 
aG? if a=8 




d&J if a=/? 
(&)a,P = (-l)‘@‘(e,‘),(ei)*w if i(a) > i(b) 
0 otherwise 
where the integer r(n) equals the form rank of q, see Section 3.1. 
THEOREM 1. Let P + Y be a principal W(2)-bundle over a closed oriented 3-manifold 
Y such that either bl( Y) = 0 or H,( Y;Z) is torsion free. For a generically perturbed 
Chern-Simons function, 
(1) the operators by and Dy have square zero and define equivariant Floer homology and 
cohomology HF,, .+( Y) and HFf( Y) of the 3-manzfold Y. 
(2) there is a pairing HF,,,( Y) @ HF,*( Y) + [w deJined at the chain level by @,( ,),. 
(3) the groups are independent of the metric on Y and choice of perturbation within a class 
of perturbations 9* , up to natural isomorphisms. An orientation preserving difleomorphism 
of Y induces a natural map on equivariant Floer (co)homology. 
tour convention is to give the preferred trivial connection index 0. Notice that there is a free Z-action which shifts 
the grading by 8. A complex with Z/I-grading can be obtained by taking the quotient. 
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The equivariant Floer groups come with some further structure. For instance, if Y is 
a homology sphere then one can choose to ignore the representatives 0 c &, of the trivial 
flat connection and define ordinary Floer (co)homology. We have the following: 
THEOREM 2. (1) Equivariant Floer homology and cohomology are both modules over 
S*(g*)G g R[u], and the action ofS*(g*)G is symmetric with respect to the pairing. 
(2) The complexes dejining equivariant homology and cohomology are jltered by index. 
There is an associated spectral sequence, whose E’ and El terms are the equivariant 
(co)homology of the critical point sets. 
(3) Zf Y is an oriented homology sphere then there are long exact sequences 
... -+HF*(Y) LHF,*(Y)+H;(O)+HF*+‘(Y)... 
and 
. . . +HFg,,(Y) LHF,(Y) +Ha,*-I(@) -+HF9,*_,(Y). . . 
Observe that HE(O) = @jez, isz,O H$+*j(pt). 
(4) For a E HFy,,(Y), b E HF*(Y) the pairings are related by 
<i*a,b) = (a&b). 
Notice that the equivariant Floer complexes are filtered by index 
CFM = i(g)~,=knG, j(E), CFS’“’ = ica,~j=kQt(4 
i(a)cm i(a) an 
and we can define relative equivariant groupst: 
HF$“, = H,(CFy,,/CF&:‘,), HF.%‘“’ = H*(CF,*.‘“‘) 9 
which pair naturally. 
Next consider a U(2)-bundle over an oriented 4-manifold: P + X = X1 uy Xz with 
8X, = Y and 8X2 = Y. We consider the moduli space of projectively asd connections on 
this bundle with fixed central parts. Assume that the instanton moduli space A(P) is 
compact. We can consider instanton moduli spaces A(P,,a), A(Pz,cc) consisting of asd 
connections modulo gauge transformations asymptotic to the flat connection defined by CL 
These have respective dimensions Cx, - iy(a) and C,, + 3 + iy(a), for constants Cx,. At the 
level of framed moduli spaces we have again SU(2)-invariant endpoint maps 
e,‘:JZO(P1,cr) +c(, e,2:Jtto(P,,cr) -+cI. 
For trivialised bundles PI, Pz such that cz(PI) + cz(Pz) = c2(P) we have a gluing map, with 
open image: 
~o(P1,@)X.~o(Pz,~) -J11,(P) 
and gluing theorems tate that A(P) is covered by such fibred products. If A(P) consists of 
irreducibles only then its dimension equals Cx, + Cx,, and without further restrictions 
compactness of A(P) is guaranteed if this is smaller than 5. 
tThese groups depend on the perturbations, cf. [16] where similar issues are discussed. 
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THEOREM 3. Let A(P) be compact and let PI, Pz run over bundles such that 
cz(P1) + cz(P2) = c2(P). Assume thatfor a generic one parameterfamily ofmetrics on X1 no 
reducible asd connections exist on PI for any a. Assume that b,‘(X,) = 0 or b: (X2) > 1. 
(1) Let a E H?$(d(P,)/9J0(P,)) and denote by y = [Jlt(P,,a)]o thefundamental class in 
HN(z),*(Ao(PI, Co). Then 
defines an element of HF&yk(Y) provided m > Cx, - 8; that is, it is closed and, up to 
boundaries, independent of the choice of metric on X1. 
(2) Let b E HE@‘(PJYo(PA). fi e integration over the$bre gives an element 
‘yx,(b) = We&b E CL?(Y) 
which is co-closed and up to co-boundaries independent of the metric on X2. Moreover, it also 
dejines an element of HF$‘““( Y), for all m < - 3 - Cx,. 
(C~(P)l~,a~b) =(h,(a),~~,(b)). 
The conditions in the theorem are minimal, apart from compactness of the moduli 
space: reducibles in the whole moduli space can only be avoided if they are absent from one 
side (here X1). The conditions on Xz imply transversality of its moduli spaces. 
With further restrictions we can deal with higher dimensional moduli spaces. We use 
classes Zj E Hz(Xj; Z), which define cohomology classes p(Zj) E H2(&*(Pi)/S), the co- 
homology of the orbit space of irreducible connections. Similarly we can use p E H,(X) to 
acquire a 4-dimensional cohomology class on the space of connections, which agrees with 
the generator u of S*(g*): 
THEOREM 4. Let Xi be simply connected, b: (Xi) > 1 and Wz(Pi) # 0. 
Il/x,(Cdl’) E HF$%( Y), Yx2(@) E HF$‘““‘( Y), 
defined as above, for ml > C,, - 2dI - 11, m2 < - Cx2 - 3. 
Cx, - 2dI - 10 we have: 
There are invariants: 
When ml =m2 = 
This theorem was known in the cases when Y is a homology sphere [l l] and in the case 
that P, Y carries no flat reducible connections [7]. From the machinery one can also easily 
deduce some vanishing theorems: 
THEOREM 5. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 3 or 4 hold, that there are no 
reducible instantons on X,, and that the perturbed Chern-Simons functional for PIy has only 
reducible critical points. Then the polynomial invariants of X described in Theorems 3 and 4 
vanish. 
This theorem was known in many cases, starting with the Donaldson vanishing theorem 
[13] and extended by Morgan et al. [24]. 
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2.2. An application: Reducible connections on one side 
The gluing formula given in Theorem 3 contains the known formula for gluing Donald- 
son invariants along homology 3-spheres with irreducible instantons on both halves of the 
4-manifold. It goes beyond this formula in its capability to include reducibles, and we will 
give an example which demonstrates the new features. We study the situation when 
reducible connections appear in the moduli space of instantons on X,; in the process, we 
recover, through cohomological means, a result of Friedman and Morgan [19]. 
Specifically, we will consider the following case, idealised to illuminate the interesting 
phenomena. Assume that the 2d-dimensional moduli space of instantons on the bundle 
P -+ X = X1 uy X, decomposes in a unique way: 
where a is a Z/2 connection 
of degree 4. Furthermore, 
connection defining a line 
invariant 
Jf0V7 = ,a;l,(P~,a)x.Jltb(P~,a) 
(possibly trivial); then HE(a; R) = Iw [u] where u is a generator 
suppose that Jlo(P,, a) N S* consists of a single reducible 
bundle reduction L @ I-+ X,. We evaluate the Donaldson 
‘yx(V = (C~(P)lC>P~~:)“> 
for a 2-dimensional homology class E E H,(X,) and 2d-dimensional moduli space ./l(P). 
To avoid bubbles in the moduli spaces, we take d < 4. This invariant will be evaluated using 
the gluing formula in Theorem 3 by computing the contributions from X1 and X, as 
follows. 
On the X, side, Ao(Pz, a) = S2, corresponding to the single reducible connection, and 
the endpoint map ef : ./Zo(P2, a) -+ a sends S2 to a single point. The p map extends to a map 
on equivariant cohomology p:H2(X2) + Hi(&(P2)/go(P2)) and 
p(C) = -2(c,(L),Z)u E %(Jllo(P2,a)) = Wul 
where u has degree 2, and u2 = U. The cohomological push-forward (e,‘)*: R[o] + R[u] 
sends uk H uCk- 1)12 when k is odd and 0 otherwise. Then the relative Donaldson invariant in 
the equivariant Floer cohomology of Y defined by X2 is 
Y&(C)d) = (-2)d(C1(L),C)dU(d-1)‘2 
when d is odd and 0 when d is even. 
On the X1 side, we need $x,(l) = (e:),(y) in the equivariant Floer homology of Y. Now 
the framed moduli of instantons on X1 (a (2d + l)-dimensional space) is an S0(3)-bundle 
R: Ao(P1, a) -+ A(P1, a) and as such has a Pontrjagin class pl. As will be made clear in 
Section 3.1, this class arises in the expression for y = [JZ~(P,,~)]~ so that 
2’d- I)/2 
= (d !+id-1”2 fl(d-1)‘2 E HG,da) 
where He,*(pt) = R[fiJ. 
The gluing formula in Theorem 3 now predicts that 




(d _ I)! 
Here, one sees the interaction between the characteristic lasses of the basepoint fibration 
on the left and the reducible connections on the right. 
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The formula is only correct for d < 4 since otherwise the compactness of the moduli 
spaces may be violated. The formula agrees with that of Friedman-Morgan [19] when X is 
the blow-up of an algebraic surface. In that case, XZ = @P2 and Y = S3 so the moduli space 
on X must decompose along the trivial connection. 
3. BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
3.1. Equivariant cohomology and homology 
Let G be a compact Lie group acting smoothly on a compact manifold M. The 
equivariant cohomology HE(M; R) is defined as the ordinary cohomologyt of the 
homotopy quotient MG = EG x G M, where EG + BG is the classifying space for the group G. 
Recall that for free G-actions we recover the cohomology of M/G, and the projection 
M/G + BG is the classifying map for M + M/G. In general, HE(M) is a module over 
H,$(pt) = H*(BG), and there is a natural map Hz(M) + H*(M). For general background 
see [6]. 
For our purposes, the Cartan model gives an especially convenient means of computing 
equivariant cohomology. Remember that the space H*(BG) is naturally isomorphic to the 
symmetric algebra S*(g*) of polynomials on g, the Lie algebra of G; linear functions have 
degree 2. More generally, let 
Q;(M) = (S*(g*) @ i-l*(M))’ 
and define a differential dG as id 0 d - 2nC where C is the map arising from multiplication 
on S*(g*) tensored with contraction on R*(M) with the universal element 
VE g* 0 Vect(M). It is a well known theorem (see [S]) that this complex computes the 
equivariant cohomology over the real numbers. 
For a free G-action, the isomorphism H*(M/G) to H:(M), is given in terms of this 
complex by the pullback of differential forms under the quotient map M -+ M/G. The 
inverse is defined using a connection on the G-bundle M --+ M/G, and interpreting the 
curvature as an element of (g 0 O*(M))‘. Substitution of the curvature into an equivariant 
differential form then gives a G-invariant form on M. To obtain a form on M/G, restrict it to 
the horizontal subspaces on TM defined by the connection. 
Next we turn to equivariant homology. This we define to be the homology of the 
homotopy quotient: 
This time we have a 
He,*(M) = H&f,). 
cap product H,,,(M) @ Hi(M) + HG,j-i(M), and a natUral INip 
e*:Hj(M) +H,,j(M) 
which will be of interest to us. 
Recall that the homology of a manifold M can be computed through a complex of 
compactly supported differential forms Qfirn M - *(M) on which the exterior derivative has 
degree - 1. The natural properties of homology, such as induced morphisms under smooth 
maps, are only retrieved when one extends the complex to that of currents. 
tWe work with real coefficients throughout, 
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In this framework equivariant homology can be computed through a minor variation 
on the complex of equivariant differential forms (details will appear in [4]). Let? 
Q,,*(M) = (s*(g) 0 ndim”-*(M))G 
where we grade a differential form a on M as dim(M) - deg(a) and elements of g with +2. 
We can define a boundary map 8, as id @ d - 2rcc, where c is obtained by contracting by 
the universal element V. The boundary operator thus has degree - 1, square 0 and 
The cap product, HG,j(M) @ H&(M) + HG,j_i(M), is realised by combining contrac- 
tion on g and g* with wedge product. Finally, the pairing 
is obtained by tensoring 
integration: 
(t)M:HG,j(M) 8 H&(M) + hf 
the pairing S*(g) 0 S*(g*) --+ R with the wedge product and 
Of particular interest 
<xsrl,~~orn=(X,~>SnrSAi. 
in the case of a free G-action on a compact manifold is the 
fundamental class [M]G E [M/G] E HdimM/G (MG). The differential form expression for 
[M]G has been the focus of recent interest appearing first in the work of Witten [32] (see 
also [2]), then later in a different form in [23]. Letting X, be a basis for g, write a connection 
l-form on M as X, @ o, with curvature X, 0 Qa2,. Then 
1 
y z [MIG = - u1 A . . . 
V 
Aio,Aexp (&fL@X.) 
where v is the volume of G. This shows that the leading order term in [M]G is the volume 
form of the fibres in M + M/G and the other terms involve the characteristic lasses of the 
bundle. As such the fundamental class could be regarded as a Thorn form for principal 
fibrations. The case of a circle action shows the essential features: let A be a connection form 
on M, and X the generator of the Lie algebra s1 
[MJG=&AA l+X&F”+kX’ & 
0 
. 
Furthermore, for a universal characteristic lass 4 E S*(g*) of dimension dim M/G we 
have that: 
(CMIG,~>=~(M+MIG) 
where on the right hand side &J denotes a characteristic number of M -+ M/G, and on the 
left hand side 4 is used as an element of Hz(M). 
One further feature is noteworthy. Letf: N + M be a proper smooth map of G-spaces. 
The pullback operation on differential forms induces a map on equivariant homology, 
essentially equal to the pullback on cohomology classes intertwined with Poincare duality 
in M and N. In particular, when M and N are both free G-spaces we note that 
tThe space S*(g) is isomorphic to the space of distributions on g with support in the origin. Distributions on 
g were studied in the context of equivariant cohomology by Kumar and Vergne [23], and there is a natural map 
from our equivariant homology to their distributional equivariant cohomology. 
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Fibred products arise naturally in our applications o we would like to understand how 
to pair equivariant cohomology and homology classes on fibred products. Suppose that 
a G-bundle M can be written as the fibred product 
with respect o maps e’: Mi + F. We assume that Ml is a principal G-bundle and Mz and 
F are G-manifolds. Given classes ai E HE(Mi), use the Ktinneth map and restriction to 
define an equivariant cohomology class al q a2 on the free G-space M. The following is an 
analog of Fubini’s theorem for direct products. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Denote the projections pi: M + Mi. Let 
$I:HE(MI) +HG,,(F): ~1 -, (e’L(CMJc n 4 
and denote by Y2 integration over thefibre HE(M,) + HE(F). Then 
([Mlc,h q az>M = (‘hh),~2(~2))~- (3.1.1) 
Proof: We begin with an observation. Let (M,), be the fibre of the map e2 : M2 + F. We 
then have the following diagram of spaces 
042)p 
1 
MC i (M2)c 
P' 1 1 
(M,), 4: ‘;;, 
which shows that (M2)p is a fibre for both e2 and pl. This observation shows that 
(p’),(p2)*(b) = (e’)*(e’),b. 
We may now write 
([Mlc,al q a2>M = 
s 












(CMIIG naJ n(e’)*(e2b2 
Ml 
= 
= <til(~l)~~2(a2))~. 0 
We end this section with a computation which illuminates the gauge theory example 
explained in Section 2.2. Suppose that SU(2) acts freely on Ml, a (2d + l)-dimensional 
manifold, with quotient map rr : Ml + Ml /SU(2) and characteristic class pl. Suppose, 
furthermore, that M2 = S2 = SU(2)/S’ and that F is a point. The equivariant homology 
and cohomology groups are easily described: HE(M,) = W[v] where v has degree 2, 
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He,*(F) = Iw[ti] and HE(F) = Iw[u]. In this case, the fibred product is simply the usual 
product M = Ml x M2. Then M/G is easily described as the S2 bundle Ml/S’. 
We wish to evaluate (CM&, 1 631 a2)M where 1 E HF(M,) and a2 = ud E Hid(S2). To 
apply Proposition 3.1, we must evaluate e(l) and ‘I! (a2). On the bundle 7~: Ml -+ Ml SU(2), 
choose a connection with curvature X,Q,. Then 
Evaluating, 
2’d- 1)/Z 
= ~ p’P-‘“2@-1)/2 E H~,*(FJ 
(d - l)! 
where ti = C XF. Many terms in the integral vanish-for instance sM, Ri = O-due to the 
fact that the curvature is an equivariant form on M,. 
The evaluation of Y (u2) is more straightforward. The generating class, u, may be written 
as u = uo&2 + 4i @ hi where hi is the height function on S2 defined by the axis of the 
rotation given by Xi. It is then clear that Y(u) = 1 and more generally 
Y(u”) = 
~(~-l)‘~ for odd d 
o 
otherwise. 
The example concludes by applying the proposition to obtain 
(CM&, 1 q a2) = ($(~),Y(o”))~ = s ~;~-i)‘~. 
More generally, one sees that characteristic lasses of the free G-space will pair with the 
equivariant cohomology on the space with isotropy. For instance, if the fibred product is 
taken over F = S2, one will detect he first Chern class of the circle subbundle in Ml defined 
by a fibre of the map el: Ml --) S2. 
3.2. Morse-Butt theory and equivariant (co)homology 
Letf: M + R be an invariant smooth function on a Riemannian G-manifold M. We will 
discuss how the equivariant (co)homology of M can be computed using the gradient flow of 
fin a Morse-theoretic fashion. For full details we refer to [5]. 
A theorem of Wasserman [31] states that for a generic invariant fthe critical point set 
consists of isolated orbits, and the Hessian of fis fibrewise non-degenerate on their normal 
bundles. The normal bundles split into positive and negative eigenbundles for the Hessian, 
and the index of a critical orbit, i(z), is the rank of the negative normal bundle. 
Denote the critical orbits by CI, B, . . . and note that these are isomorphic to G/K, for 
closed subgroups K, c G. Due to the presence of the Riemannian metric we can consider 
the gradient flow of 1: Let .&‘,,(cI,~) be the gradient lines tending to u for t + - cc and to 
fi as t -B co. These gradient lines are parametrised in the sense that if y(t) E dO(a, /I) then for 
to # 0 the line y(t + to) represents a different element of Jlt’&,/I). The quotient by the 
[W-action is the reduced moduli space denoted by J?&, /J). When the moduli spaces are cut 
out transversely-that is, when they are transversal intersections of the stable manifold of 
/I and the unstable manifold of a-it follows that 
dim iO(a, /I) = dim a + i(z) - i(p) - 1. (3.2.1) 
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The moduli spaces come equipped with smooth G-equivariant upper and lower end-point 
maps 
e,’ : J&(ct, /I) + tl, ei :~&,P) -B 
obtained by following a gradient line as it converges to a point on a critical orbit. We can 
compactify the moduli spaces by adding strata of factorisations of gradient lines through 
intermediate critical points (compare [9,5]) 
mp)= U~~(a,Y1)xyl~~(Y1,Yz)xvl...~~(Yn-l,P) (3.2.2) 
where the union is over (possibly empty) sequences of critical orbits yi with 
i(b) < i(y,_ 1). . . -K i(a). The fibred products in this compactification ensure that a broken 
gradient line will rest and resume from the same point on an intermediate critical orbit. The 
compactified moduli space has the structure of a manifold with corners where the number of 
breaking points gives the codimension of the stratum. Moreover, the endpoint maps extend 
smoothly over the lower strata, and coincide with e,’ on _,@,,(a, yl) and e; on ~?~(y,_ 1, /!I). 
Let f be an invariant function with transverse moduli spaces. The critical orbits and 
moduli spaces may be oriented such that the orientation of the codimension one stratum of 
the compactification (3.2.2) above agrees with its orientation as a boundary. We define 
a co-complex 
GE = ,&%x) 
with differential given by a matrix 
and a complex 
with differential 
do if a=fi 
(do)ol,i+o = (- l)r’“‘(ez), o(ei)*w if i(a) > i(j?) 
0 otherwise 
c ~,k = 0 QG,i(a) 
i(or)+i=k 
aGq if a=B 
(a,),,,q = (-l)““‘(e~)*~(e,+)*r] if i(a) > i(p) 
0 otherwise 
where r(o) and r(q) are integers known as the form rank of CO and q-for an equivariant 
form v, we define theform rank r(v) to be the maximal degree of a differential form appearing 
in the expression of v. The presence of these integers is necessary to force the differential 
squared to be zero. 
These complexes are generalisations of the Morse complex, and compute the 
equivariant (co)homology of M (see [5]).‘This follows from a relatively straightforward 
analysis of stable and unstable manifolds. The key ingredients are that the differentials we 
define commute with the action of S*(g*)G and the following version of Stokes’ theorem. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let z: E + B be a jbre bundle with jbre F, a compact manifold with 
boundary. Denote by na thejibre bundle restricted to the boundary of F. Then for o E Qk(E), 
n*(dm) = dn*(w) + (- l)‘(~a)*(w) 
where 1 is an integer depending on the dimension of F and the degree of the form w. 
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The pairing between equivariant cohomology and homology is accessible through this 
complex. Stated simply, the pairing becomes the sum of the pairings (,), on equivariant 
homology and cohomology chains on the orbits a as defined in the previous section; that is, 
(see C41). 
Given an equivariant differential form q E @$(a) for some critical orbit a, it will be useful 
for our gauge theory application to understand for what values of j? the matrix elements of the 
differential (d& B above are non-zero. Clearly since all the critical point sets are orbits, the 
form rank r(q) 5 dim G. Moreover, since the dimension of the fibre of e: :iO(a, p) + a is 
i(a) - i(B) - 1, ~((L&&,~Y]) I r(q) - (i(a) - i(D) - 1) 5 dimG - (i(a) - i(B) - 1). This shows 
that the matrix elements 
(dc)a,8 = 0 if i(a) > i(p) + dimG + 1 
(&)& = 0 if i(a) > i(p) + dim G + 2. 
This implies that the dimension of the gradient line moduli spaces that contribute to the 
differential and its square are suitably small. 
As an example, consider the special case when G = SU(2). The form rank is then 
bounded r(q) I 3 and we see that the following lemma holds. 
LEMMA 3.3. For G = SU(2) 
(dG)a,B = 0 if i(a) - i(b) > 4 
(dG)& = 0 if i(a) - i(p) > 5. 
The same is true for the diferential dejining equivariant homology. 
In our gauge theory applications, this will enable us to exclude moduli spaces which may 
be noncompact, due to bubbling, from our computations. 
There are other possible approaches to computing equivariant (co)homology using 
Morse theory. Perhaps most importantly, one could approximate the homotopy quotient 
by employing a family of fibrations EC, -+ BG, which have the same homotopy groups as 
BG up to dimension n and apply ordinary Morse theory on M, = EC, xG M in the 
following way. The non-degenerate G-invariant function on M gives a Morse-Bott function 
on M, whose critical manifolds are the approximate homotopy quotients of the critical 
orbits in M. One could perturb this Morse-Bott function by the pullback of a small Morse 
function on BG to obtain a new Morse-Bott function with critical manifolds of the form 
G/K in M,. Finally, one could perturb this to an ordinary Morse function on M,. The clear 
advantage of this is that it delivers our groups with integral coefficients, and that, in 
principle, all assumptions about transversality of stable and unstable manifolds appear 
unnecessary since they will be generically satisfied. However, we do not choose this 
approach here, for in gauge theory the moduli spaces of instantons exhibit non-compact- 
ness phenomena (bubbling) which have no analogues in the finite dimensional theory. 
A detailed study is needed to see the effect of this non-compactness on the moduli spaces to 
ensure that a complex is indeed defined. 
3.3. Gauge theory 
We consider a principal SU(2)-bundle P + Y over an oriented closed 3-manifold Y, 
together with a homotopy class of trivialisations of P. We shall study a set of perturbed anti- 
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self-duality equations on the cylinder Y x [w, and also on 4-manifolds with an end of the 
form [0, co) x Y. We start by reviewing some gauge theory. 
On the space of connections d(P), the Chern-Simons functional cs:d + aB/Z is 
invariant under the group of gauge transformations Y(P). The derivative dcsA is given by 
the curvature FA E fi2( Y, gP), which admits a natural interpretation as a basic, invariant one 
form on &; here g, is the Lie algebra bundle associated to P. The critical points of cs are the 
flat connections, and the gradient lines dA,/dt = - * FAv can be interpreted as anti-self-dual 
(asd) connections on the cylinder Y x Iw. Our target here is to study the gradient lines 
between critical points of cs + f for a small perturbation f of cs. We shall not so much 
emphasise the role of generic perturbations, but construct natural classes P\+ of perturba- 
tions for which the gradient flow has good properties. 
Fix a base point y0 E Y and define the group of based gauge transformations as 
g0 = (g E 9; g(yO) = id}. Then Y,, acts freely on d and we denote the orbit space by 9&,. 
This space is more suitable when working with reducible connections. On PJ,, there remains 
an action of g/g0 N Aut(P,,O) N SU(2). The fact that the function is circle-valued is not 
always convenient for our purpose and we will use the subgroup 4, of based gauge 
transformations of degree 0, so that on the quotient space a0 we have a real-valued 
Z x SU(2)-equivariant function cs. The Z-action is free and we shall not mention it unless 
necessary. We will primarily study cs as an SU(2)-invariant function WO. We need to use the 
usual Sobolev completion of the spaces of connections and gauge transformations to make 
sure that &,, is a Banach manifold. 
The critical points of cs are the flat connections. Observe that the homotopy class of 
trivialisations gives a preferred orbit 0 of the trivial connection in _~8~. Associated to a flat 
connection p are the cohomology groups H*( Y; g,, p), where the flat connection defines the 
coefficient system on g,. The first group, H”( Y; g,, p), equals the Lie algebra of ?P, the 
stabiliser of p in the gauge group 9. This stabiliser equals the centraliser of the holonomy of p 
and is SU(2) for H/2-connections, U(1) for U(l)-connections and Z/2 for irreducible 
connections. The group H’ ( Y; g,, p) also has geometic meaning. Recall that the Hessian of 
cs at A E d is the bilinear form on Q’( Y, gp) given by 
The null space of the Hessian on a0 is the direct sum of the tangent space to the SU(2)-orbit 
of p and the group H’(Y; g,, p). 
3.3.1. Perturbations. The process of perturbing starts by identifying a good class of 
invariant functionsf: go -P [w. We follow the usual approach (see [12,30, 17,211) and use 
parallel transport along a number of thickened loops yi:D2 x S’ -+ Y with YilD2x0 = yjlDZxO 
to initially construct maps D2 x&J + SU(2) x . . x SU(2)/SU(2). For sufficiently many, 
k say, loops these maps can embed any invariant, compact finite dimensional submanifold 
of &,. When we compose these maps with conjugacy invariant functions of k variables in 
SU(2) we acquire smooth functions. This space can be suitably normed and completed to 
give a Banach space of perturbations 9. The asd equations will now be modified to read 
dA 
dt- 
- -grad(cs(A) +f(A)). 
The derivative of grad f is a smoothing operator, and the usual elliptic machinery proceeds 
essentially unaffected. We shall further agree that the sign of such functions depends on the 
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orientation of Y, in the same way as that of the Chern-Simons function. Then 
csy +fr = -(cs~ + ff) where f is the datum of loops and invariant functions. 
Finding this perturbation f proceeds by induction over strata much as in the finite 
dimensional case, (see [31]). We start by identifying the reducible flat connections. The 
components of this set of orbits are given by elements cl of H2( Y; h)‘“‘/ f, and we denote 
them by &. Then 
w 
Cl 
= H’(Y; H)IH’(Y;Z) 
{ 
when 2c1 # 0 
(H’( Y; R)/H’( Y; Z))/ f when 2c, = 0. 
The first step in finding a suitable perturbation is to add to cs a function ft so that as 
a function on the reducible connections in .G& the critical points of cs +fi are non-degener- 
ate. Pick a collection of thickened embedded circles yi: D2 x S’ -+ Y (i = 1, . . . , n) which 
gives a basis of Hi (Y; Z)/torsion and put 
.L(A) = i j W’,,,dA))dV 
i=l D* 
(3.3.1) 
where d V is a volume form on the disk, bumped down to 0 near the boundary, and 
Pyi, d denotes parallel transport along the circle given by ri( {d} x S1). With suitable coordi- 
nates Oj on the torus of reductions H’( Y; R)/H’( Y; Z), this function equals 2x j~~s(t?j). The 
addition of E times this invariant function results in 2” (‘) critical orbits for each component 
of flat reductions, and each critical orbit is itself the orbit of a flat connection. In particular 
no new reducible critical points are introduced, provided E is sufficiently small. We will 
choose E later, but we note that the critical points a,, of cs + efi are independent of E. If 
2ci = 0 the structure group of each such critical point is Z/2, and the orbit is a point. 
Otherwise the holonomy is an abelian subgroup of SU(2) with centraliser S’, and the orbit 
is an S2. Note that for a critical point p of cs +fi the flat connection on the bundle 
g, depends only on ct and is independent of the critical points within this component, 
because the critical points within one component differ by two torsion. Moreover, this 
connection is trivial when cr is 2-torsion. 
Consider the reducible critical points cs + fi. For a 2-torsion class c1 the kernel of the 
Hessian of cs equals H’ (Y; R) @ su(2). Because adding fi removes the kernel of the Hessian 
along the reducibles, these points are non-degenerate critical points of cs +fr in 9J0. When 
2ci # 0 the situation is different. Now the kernel of the Hessian of cs equals the direct sum 
of the tangent space to the orbit and H1 (Y; R) 0 H’( Y; L) where L is the flat complex line 
bundle with 2ci = f cl(L). The perturbation afi deals with H’(Y; R). The precise flat 
structure on L depends on the choice of the loops yj used defining fi but is the same at each 
critical point of cs + fi associated to a single cl . The stabiliser at a point in the orbit, which 
is isomorphic to U(l), acts with weight 2 on H’( Y; L). We now construct an invariant 
function f2 on @,,, again from parallel transport in the bundle, such that 
(1) it is small enough not to introduce new reducible critical points. 
(2) it is constant (and therefore critical) on the components of flat reducible connections. 
(3) restricted to the subspaces H1 (Y; L) of the kernel of the Hessian of cs at the critical 
points of cs +fr the Hessian of f2 is a quadratic function, either positive definite at each of 
the critical points corresponding to a given cl, or negative definite. 
(4) restricted to the spaces H1 (Y; R) @ su(2) at the critical points on W,, with 2cl = 0 
the Hessian vanishes. 
It will turn out to be of particular importance that addition of a single f2 introduces the 
same non-degenerate quadratic form at all critical orbits corresponding to a single cr , and 
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this is why we first choosef, and then E small enough not to destroy this property. But there 
is one further observation to be made. If a diffeomorphism acts it could map components of 
the space of reducible flat connections to other components. It would be advantageous if it 
did not change the signatures and a good way to achieve this is to make the quadratic forms 
all positive or negative, as we have done. 
DeJnition 3.4. Let P+ be the space of functions &fi +fi +fJ where 
l fi is a standard function as in (3.3.1). 
l f2 satisfies (l)-(4) above. 
l E is small enough such that the index of the Hessian of cs + efl + fi at a critical point 
on W,, with 2c, # 0 is the same? as that of es +fi. 
l f3 is a generic perturbation small enough not to change the indices at reducible critical 
points. 
This leads to the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. For f E .9’+ the function cs + f has non-degenerate critical orbits. Re- 
stricted to Sk?,, the indices of the critical points of cs + f equal 0,3, . . . ,3b’( Y) if 2c1 = 0 and 
O,l,. . . , b’(Y) if 2c, # 0. The sets 9+ are open subsets of 8. 
Of course, to complete the proof of the proposition one follows the original idea of Floer 
and adds a generic function f3, again a function of the conjugacy classes defined by parallel 
transport around loops, small enough not to disturb the situation at the reducible critical 
points and at the same time making the irreducible critical orbits non-degenerate. The sets 
P+ are not dense in 9 because we are not considering perturbations where the indices 
normal to the orbits of the reducibles vary from point to point in each component. The 
space .P+ has many components; for example, different components are obtained by 
changing the basis of loops yi. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If f = E.fi + fi + f3 is generic in the sense of the previous proposition 
then so is -f: 
In finite dimensions the orbits with stabiliser S’ must always have even index: it appears 
to be a mysterious question if this is so in the gauge theory case. 
3.3.2. Index rheory. In carrying over the results from the previous section the first step 
is to identify which instanton moduli space is the correct model for the spaces of gradient 
lines between critical orbits in .&,,. The perturbations of the Chern-Simons function which 
we introduced above have gradient lines which can be interpreted as perturbed asd 
equations, and we will refer to the solutions of these perturbed equations as instantons. We 
will only consider instantons on the cylinder with curvature in L’. In the linearised theory 
we use L,P norms with a weighting factor exp (- te) on the ends Y x [0, co), as in 
[29,27,25,24,21]. For E < 0 and 1 E I smaller than the smallest eigenvalue of the Hessians at 
the critical points, the nonlinear deformation theory extends to manifolds with cylindrical 
ends, hence we are studying instantons A which decay exponentially fast to their fixed 
boundary values CI and p. 
THere, the two indices are considered to be the same if no eigenvalues cross zero as E is increased. 
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There are various groups of gauge transformations which one can consider and we shall 
divide out by the group 9( Y x R), elements of which are locally L$‘+l and converge to 
elements of ‘9( Y)” and 9( Y)B, as t + f co; in particular such gauge transformations are of 
degree zero. This defines a moduli space A(LY, 8) which plays the role of the gradient lines in 
.G?.? as the reader can easily verify. To get the gradient lines in ~4% we use the group a,( Y x R), 
the normal subgroup of 9( Y x R) which fixes a single fibre Po,O,tOj. The resulting moduli 
space is denoted by AO(a, fi), and it is equipped with an R x SU(2)-action as well as 
endpoint maps e i and es to the critical orbits a, j? in ~49~. The smaller gauge group gc,, E of 
framed gauge transformations converging exponentially to the identity for t+ f co can 
also be used to define a moduli space &&(a, 8). This moduli space is the pullback of the 
fibration 
Y(Y)” x 9( Y)B + SU(2) x SU(2) + a x fi 
to .HO(a, /?) under the endpoint maps. 
The Atiyah-Hitchin-Singer deformation theory can readily be applied to the unframed 
moduli space AE(a, /I) for small E < 0. This moduli space is locally a smooth 
9(Y)= x Y( Y)b-manifold precisely when the cokernel of the deformation operator vanishes. 
The deformation operator and gauge fixing operator at an instanton A, can be written as 
d d 
a I+ z a + *dA,a + Hessf,,a,Z a + d2ra 
> 
and is Fredholm as a map 
LcP,,(fi’(Yx R gp)) + LL,,((RO o fl’)(Yx R gp)). 
We denote the index of this operator by Ind(a, /?) and note that in the generic situation we 
have for the dimension: 
dim Ao(a, B) = Ind(a, /?) + 3 - dim 9?(Y)” - dim ‘9( Y)s. 
When cs + f is a Morse-Bott function the excision theorem for indices gives the following 
addition formula for indices: 
Ind(a, y) = Ind(a, fi) + Ind( /?, y) - dim 9(Y)@. (3.3.2) 
One deduces from this, either directly or through comparison with Yx S’, that 
Ind(B, 0) = 3, where 8 is a representative of the trivial connection in go, and that 
Ind( /?, a) = - Ind(a, 8) + dim 9(Y)” + dim Y( Y)B mod 8. 
Dejinition 3.7. The index of a critical orbit a of the perturbed Chern-Simons function is 
defined as 
jr(a) = -Ind(8, a) + dim 9( Y)“. 
Here 8 is the preferred trivial connection and the decay constant E is choosen to be negative 
and sufficiently small, as above. 
This leads to the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. If the cokernel of the deformation operator vanishes around 
A E Ao(a, /I) then .Mo(a, /?) is a smooth W(2) manifold of dimension dim a + ir(a) - i&3). 
The endpoint maps 
e,‘:do(a,B)+a, ei:Ao(a,8)+B 
are smooth equiuariant maps. Furthermore, iy(a) = -dima - &,(a). 
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This compares well with the formulas which hold in the finite dimensional case [S]. 
3.3.3. Transuersality. Next we present a discussion of the smoothness properties of the 
instanton moduli space. It is easy to see that J&,(cx, /3) is a smooth SU(Z)-manifold precisely 
when ~?~(a, fl) is a smooth $9 x @-manifold. As we shall want to preserve the translation 
action on the moduli spaces, we want to construct a time invariant perturbation of the asd 
equations to achieve smoothness. The ideas of [ 173 carry over directly to show that, first, for 
a generic perturbation fof es the irreducible part of the moduli space is smooth, and second, 
that the space of reducible instantons is cut out transversely inside the reducible connec- 
tions. The subtleties reside, as usual, in the problem of making a neighbourhood of the 
reductions transverse [26]. 
Consider the reducible connections fixed by a particular S’ c 9. We can form an 
Lf,E moduli space &?ied of (perturbed) asd connections. The dimension of these varies 
between 1 and b’(Y) + 1. The ordinary moduli space of reducible asd connections has 
dimension one less. Of course there is a translation action on these moduli spaces. 
A reducible instanton A between critical points c1 and /3 of cs +f forms a path in 
a component of the reducible connections on Y labelled by + cl. The connections CI and fl 
induce the same flat connection on g,, and this allows us to define a reducible connection on 
an S0(3)-bundle F over Yx S’. We will now invoke the excision theorem to compare the 
S’ = SA-equivariant index Indsl (~1, B) with the index for Y x S’. 
We can write F = R @ L for a complex line bundle L and we know that cl(Ly) is 
torsion. Then cl(L)’ = 0 and the S’-equivariant index of the AHS operator on Y x S’ 
equals 0. Before we can apply the excision theorem correctly, we note that although the 
connections on g, agree for t -P cc and t + - co, the perturbations fdo not. Consequently, 
modify f for t + cc to be equal to f for t + - co. This involves moving k E E eigenvalues 
of Hess f from + to - across E for large positive t. The L:,E index of this modified 
operator equals Ind(a, /I) - k, as can be computed from the addition formula. If 2c1 = 0 we 
have stabilisers equal to SO(3) and with k = 3j 
Ind,, (~1, /I) = Rj+ 1 0 @j+ ’ 
where C is of weight 2. We conclude further that j > 0 because the reducible connections 
themselves are cut out generically, and the S’-index difference k must then be positive in 
view of the translation action. If 2c1 # 0 then the situation is different and we find that 
Indsl (a, /?) = Rk+‘, k > 0. 
Here we use that the stabiliser of c1 and /I is S’ and that the perturbations we applied have 
the same index normal to the orbit of the connection, so that eigenvalues are only moved in 
the invariant part. Denote the kernel and cokernel of the LF,E deformation operator by 
H)p and Hi. Then Hfp - Hi is a character for S’ as opposed to a virtual character and just 
like the closed manifold case we can realise a surjective 9’-equivariant map Hf, + Hi to 
obtain smoothness in a neighbourhood of A in AE(cl, /?). 
To understand smoothness globally one observes that we need to define an SU(2) x LS 
invariant map from the space of reducible connections JPed(cz, 8) to the space of perturba- 
tions, and that this map should miss those perturbations for which the cokernel is of 
positive dimension. The (complex) codimension of complex Fredholm operators of index 
m 2 0 with cokernel ofdimension 2 1 is m (see [22]) so we reach the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. If b’( Y) I 2 then for a generic perturbation all moduli spaces .MO(a, 8) 
are smooth SU(2) x R-manifolds cut out transversely. If Y has no torsion apart from 2-torsion 
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in its jirst homology, the same conclusion holds. In general a neighbourhood of the reducible 
asd connections inside components with 2cI = 0 will be smooth, and q 2cl # 0 it will be smooth 
away from a codimension 2 stratified set. 
When b’(Y) = 3 and there is torsion other than 2-torsion, it is not impossible that the 
following happens. Work modulo all gauge transformations and modulo translations in 
unframed moduli spaces. Then a 2-dimensional moduli space of reductions will exist, and at 
isolated points a l-dimensional line of irreducible asd connections may end in these 
reductions. This is very undesirable in the usual arguments in Floer homology. 
Similar considerations lead to corresponding results for l-parameter families of moduli 
spaces, such as when one changes perturbations or metrics. 
3.3.4. Manifolds with a cylindrical end. The results described so far extend to study 
transversality issues for 4-manifolds with a single cylindrical end. This material has been 
much studied in the more complicated context of not perturbing the Chern-Simons 
functional by Taubes [27] and Mrowka [25]. However, perturbing has the following 
advantages. Genericity can now be achieved through the generic metric theorem of Freed 
and Uhlenbeck [18]. The metric can be kept constant on the cylindrical end and further- 
more endpoint maps to orbits of flat connections are smooth (Taubes [29]). The issues with 
reducibles remain essentially the same as before: a perturbation will have to be chosen such 
that its derivative misses the operators with non-generic kernels (Taubes [30]). We will now 
give the results as they apply to the case of perturbed equations. 
The index computations give the following results. As before we work with trivialised 
bundles on a 4-manifold Xi, initially with a single cylindrical end of the form [0, co). Set the 
constant Cx, = dim AO(P1, f3) where /3 is our representative of the trivial connection with 
index 0. Then the dimension of a generic framed moduli space AfO(PI, a), computed directly 
from the gluing theorem, equals C,, - i(a). The formula for Cx, is similar to the one for 
closed 4-manifolds: 
C,, = 3(b,‘(X,) - c - b+(X,)) + & 
s 
tr(FA A FA) 
X1 
where A is any connection restricting to 8, c equals the dimension of the cokernel of the 
restriction: H’(X, ; R) --+ H’( Y; R) and b+ (X,) is the dimension of a maximal positive 
subspace of EJz(X, ; R). 
The situation with reducible connections is as follows. If b+(X,) > 1 reducibles do not 
appear in generic l-parameter families of moduli spaces for the same reason for which one 
can eliminate them on closed manifolds. If b+(X,) = 0 then reducibles are important. The 
dimension of the space of reducible asd connections varies between dim Hi (X1 ; R), which 
occurs when the instantons are asymptotic to the trivial connection, and dim H’(Xl ; W). 
The general formula is 
dim Agd(Pl, a) = dim H’(X, ; R) - is’ (cL) 
where is’ (a) is the index of the critical point a on the torus of reductions, i.e. an integer 
between 0 and b’(Y). Transversality in a neighbourhood of reducibles is governed, as 
before, by computing the codimension of operators with kernels of positive dimensions. 
Manifolds with more than one end can be studied along similar lines. 
3.3.5. Orientations. It is well known that the SU(2)-moduli spaces can always be 
oriented. The fact which we shall use tacitly in the sequel is: 
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PROPOSITION 3.10. There is a choice of orientations on the moduli spaces &,(PI, u) and 
&?,,(a, 8) where a, /I run through the critical points, such that these orientations induce the 
boundary orientation on the codimension one stratum in the compact@ations &(a, fl) and 
44PI 7 a). 
This fact has been known since Floer’s first work on Floer homology [17] (see also 
Pll). 
3.3.6. Gauge theory: gluing and decay. We will need various detailed analytical facts 
regarding instantons to support our topological considerations. Our ideas are strongly 
influenced by Taubes’ simplicial decomposition [28]. Here we will frequently supply X with 
a metric for which there is a long cylindrical neck, [0, T] x Yin X, i.e. we write 
X=&u,(Yx[O,T])u,& 
for compact manifolds with boundary g2, and gz. The moduli space of instantons on 
a bundle P for this metric will be denoted by &(XT, P) when clarity about the metric is 
needed. Throughout this section we will assume that a generic perturbation of the 
Chern-Simons function is used to deform the instanton equations on cylinders, and also 
that all instanton moduli spaces are cut out transversely. Denote by i,-&, fi) the quotient of 
the framed moduli space on the cylinder by translation. 
Dejinition 3.11. Let K0 c &O(PI,aO), K1 = J&(Q, ~4, Kk-l = ~&(a,-,, air-J and 
Kk c A’,,(P2, xk_1) be compact SU(2)-invariant subsets. We say that A E J&,(X,, P) is of 
glued type (K,, . . . , Kk, L, E, C) if for i = 0, 1,. . . , k there exist [Ai] E Ki, and real num- 
bers Si E [L, T - L] with Si+ 1 > Si + L and A’ with [A’] = [A] such that the following is 
true. Let Zi: Y x C-L, L] + XT be the embedding of a stretch of the neck in X centred 
around Si. Then 
11 I*(A’) - Ai IIC’ < & 
iA’-Uilct(X,t)<Cexp -AmiIl([Si+L/2-tl,lSi+, 
( 
- L/2 - tl) 
) 
when t E [Si + L/2, Si + 1 - L/2]. 
If for all i we have Si+ 1 - Si > S, we say that the necks are uniformly bigger than S. 
These standard models were used in [20] and are a convenient extension of the ideas 
first found in [17]. The gluing situation is sketched schematically in Fig. 1. 
exponential decay to CC~ 





A’ close to A i 
Fig. 1 
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Several statements can be made about instantons which are of glued type. First there is 
Taubes’ construction which gives a family of connections of glued type starting with 
compact subsets of instantons on X1, X, and on the cylinder. This gluing theorem can be 
supplemented with detailed estimates describing how the glued connections differ from their 
constituents. Second there is the statement that every connection in A,,(P) is of glued type 
provided that the neck is long enough, and that its curvature does not peak. We will be 
careful here to work with statements that are uniform for sufficiently long necks. The proofs 
of these theorems have been published in numerous papers and will be omitted, see e.g. 
[29,27, 17, 25,21,20]. 
In order to get compactness in our moduli spaces we impose a condition to limit the 
pointwise norm of the curvature by a constant A > 0; this stops connections from bubbling 
off. Hence, for a closed 4-manifold X the moduli spaces 
&(P)^ = {A E A(P); IFAIx < A for all x E X} 
are compact manifolds with boundary. Similarly, when we limit the curvature on manifolds 
with ends, the instantons cannot bubble off, but they still can “walk off the end”. The most 
basic form of the compactness theorem which describes this is the following. 
PROPOSITION 3.12. Once a generic metric and perturbation is chosen, the moduli space 
.MO(P1, a)* can be compactified to a man$old with corners: 
J%(P, a)* = u JMPI, YIY xy, z3(YIY Yz)” x . . . XY, Jzh, a)^ 
YI.....Yk 
where the union is over all (possibly empty) sequences of critical points yl,. . . , yk with 
decreasing indices strictly bigger than i(u). This compactijication is such that a sequence At 
converges to (A”, aI, . . . , ak) iflu subsequence A’ is of glued type (A’,, a{, . . . , ai, Lj, E, C) 
where the necks are unzformly of length > Sj with S’ --f CO, and A’, + A”, ai + at in C” as 
j + 03. 
The endpoint map e,l and its derivative extend continuously over the boundary and on the 
boundary coincide with e; on i&k, u). 
For every E > 0 there are compact sets JY t MO(PI, y)” and KY8 c _,&(r, 6)“, where y, 6 
run through the critical points of cs +f such that any instanton in J&,(P,, ~1)“~~ either lies in 
J, or is of glued form (AY1, a?,, Y2, . . . , aYr, Lx) with A,, E Jy, and aYi, yj E K,,, Yj. 
The next proposition shows that in the limit T + co the gluing map is well defined as 
a map .,G(Pr, ~1) x &&, ~1) -+ =&(Xr, P). 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let 
UF = {A E JZo(Pi, a)“; there is g E Y(PI) s.t. for t > S, 
IFAIct(x, t) < E and IgA - alcl c Cexp(-t/C)}. 
Then there are constants C, E depending only on Pi, A and u such that the gluing map 
(&!I,),: us x us + Jkl,(Xr, P) 
is well defined for any T > 2s. 
Of course the significance of this proposition is that the sets Us exhaust JYo(Pi, u) as S 
tends to infinity. The corrections applied to instantons on the relative moduli spaces 
becomes maller as we allow for a longer neck in the middle. 
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PROPOSITION 3.14. Let Ki c A!o(Pi, a),fir i = 1,2 and K3 c &e(a, j?) be compact sub- 
sets. Let 
I^ii:gO(p) + gO((pJjJ?i) 
be the restriction maps. Denote by (g,,)r the gluing map K1 x Kz + J(Xr, P) and by 
(gJr: K1 x K3 + JZo(P1, /3) the gluing map obtained by chopping oflXi at i T x Y and R x Y 
at { -$T} x Y. There is a constant C such that after appling a suitable gauge transformation 
IIAi - ii(g,2)dA1,A2)IIc1 5 cexp(-T/C) 
IIe,T(&) - e~klph4Aly AdlICl 5 Cew(- TIC). 
The last refined estimate of this section tells us that if an instanton on the cylinder has 
curvature going to 0 then it does in fact approach a flat connection exponentially fast. 
PROPOSITION 3.15. Given e > 0, there are constants C, E > 0, To > 0 such that for any A, 
which satisfies for T > To 
d-4 - = *FAf + gradf,, 
dt 
on [0, T] x Y 
andfor SE [0, T- l] 
J 
s+1 
11 FAg II& dt < E (3.3.3) 
S 
then there exists a gauge transformations g, and a critical point M: of cs + f such that: 
lgz* A, - aJcc c Ce-BT(r), t E [0, T]. (3.3.4) 
Here /IT(t) = min(T - t, t), and the constants C, E > 0, To > 0 are independent of T and A,. 
4. EQUIVARIANT FLOER THEORY 
4.1. Dejinitions 
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem l(1) and (2) and Theorem 2. Let Y be an 
oriented Riemannian 3-manifold and assume that we have chosen a generic perturbation f 
of the Chern-Simons function from one of the classes zP+ . In Section 2.1, we introduced the 
S*(g*)‘-modules CFy,,( Y) and CF$( Y), graded using the index of flat orbits defined in 
Definition 3.7, together with endomorphisms By and Dy, respectively. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If b’( Y) I 2 or HI (Y;Z) has only 2-torsion, then S$ = 0 and D$ = 0. 
Proof: We will do the case of cohomology and leave the case of homology, which is 
formally the same, to the reader. Let w E Q;(a) where a is a critical orbit of cs + f: We need 
to show that for every critical point q the component (D;(w)),, vanishes. For t) = a, this is 
simply the fact that the square of the exterior derivative is zero. When a # n we must show 
that Ca(D&@s)~,o = 0. Ignoring the signs in the differential, this amounts to 
ic.,<i~j<icr,(e:),(et7)*(e;),(e,)*w + (e:),(e,)*doo + do(ec),(e;)*o = 0. (4.1.1) 
Consider the form (e;)*o on the fibration io(q, a) + 1 whose fibre is a manifold with 
boundary. Then Eq. (4.1.1) follows directly from Stokes’ theorem for a fibration with 
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boundary, Lemma 3.2. However, to apply Stokes’ theorem correctly, it must be true that 
(1) iO(j?, q) + /? is an equivariant smooth fibration of dimension dim /? + i(B) - i(q) 
for all moduli spaces to which we apply a push forward. 
(2) the codimension 1 
These are guaranteed by 
numbers. 
boundary of _&,(q, ~1) equals 
V&(%8) % 20(PG). 
Propositions 3.9 and 3.12 using the assumptions on the Betti 
In the gauge theory case one should take care that no bubbles can occur in the relevant 
moduli spaces. This is ensured by Lemma 3.3 which states that the terms (&),,,. are zero for 
dimensional reasons if i(q) - i(a) > 5. These are precisely the moduli spaces for which 
bubbles are a possibility. •1 
We see in the proposition above how the construction carefully avoids bubbles in the 
moduli spaces. We are ready for our fundamental definition. 
Definition 4.2. Suppose Y satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 4.1. The S*(g*)G 
modules HF,,,(Y) = H,(CF,,,,&) and HE’s ( Y) E H*(CF$, Dy) are called the 
equivariant Floer homology and cohomology of Y. 
Next consider the pairing (,)3 between the cohomology and homology. We have 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.1, we have 
(&a,o) = <a,&w) 
which means that the pairing descends to the equivariant Fleer homology and cohomology 
groups. Moreover, the action of S*(g*)G is symmetric with respect to this pairing. 
Proof: It is sufficient to verify that ((&v),,o) = (v,(&,o)~) for equivariant forms 
v E fiG,*( fl) and o E n;(a). When c( = fi this is a simple property of the equivariant 
(co)boundary operator. Otherwise, it follows from the integration formula 
s 
(e;)*(ei),v Am = 
B f ~0(or. IV 
(ebf)*tl h (es+)*w. 
The symmetry of the action of S*(g*)G follows directly from the corresponding statement 
for finite dimensional manifolds. 0 
It is clear then that we get the pairing on equivariant Floer groups defined on 
Theorem 1. 
Finally we establish the relations between equivariant and ordinary Floer theory. Let Y 
be an oriented homology sphere. The only flat connections on Y will be the trivial 
connection and irreducible flat connections. Denote by CF*(Y) the ordinary Fleer co- 
complext whose chain groups are vector spaces generated by the irreducible flat connec- 
tions. This complex includes into the equivariant Floer complex, as the constant functions 
tThe grading between the ordinary Floer groups and the equivariant Floer groups is shifted uniformly by 3. 
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on the irreducible orbits, and defines a quotient complex Q* 
0 -+CF*(Y) --tCF;(Y) +Q* -0. 
Notice that Q* is filtered by the index of the critical orbits and hence there is a spectral 
sequence whose E’ term is precisely the equivariant cohomology of the trivial connection. 
Hence H*(Q) = H:(0) and the short exact sequence of complexes gives the long exact 
sequence of groups 
. . . +HF*(Y) -HF$(Y) *HE(e) -+ . . . 
which completes the cohomological part of Theorem 2(2). The homological case is identical 
and so will not be presented. The statement about the pairing is obvious. 
4.2. The module structure 
Remembering that equivariant homology and cohomology groups are S*(g*)‘- 
modules leads to a richer algebraic structure for the equivariant Floer groups. That this 
structure should exist was known previously though it was not clear how to fully under- 
stand it in terms of Floer’s original groups. In the case when G = W(2), the invariant 
polynomials form a polynomial ring S*(g*)’ 2: W[u]. Then the module structure can be 
described by how u acts on the groups. 
The module structure is defined as a chain map on the Floer complexes through the 
direct sum; that is, 
CFg,. = @an,, *(a)> CF$ = @,$2$(a) 
so multiplication by an invariant polynomial 4 E S*(g*)’ is just given by multiplication in 
each component. Since the higher order terms of the boundary operator are defined purely 
in terms of the differential form part of an equivariant differential form, one sees that 
multiplication by an invariant polynomial commutes with the boundary operator. This 
then gives the module structure on equivariant Floer cohomology and homology. 
To understand the map on equivariant Floer cohomology, consider an orbit a defined 
by an irreducible flat connection and let 1, be the constant function 1 on a. Then u Q 1, is 
the cochain representing the action of u on 1,. Because the orbit is irreducible, 
u @ 1, = d&) for some equivariant differential form q E R%(a) which may be explicitly 
written in terms of the volume form on a and left-invariant l-forms WC as 
9 = UOI, + Wi+i. 
Then DC(q) = u @ 1, + &(DG)B,rr(q). Let us concentrate on this second term; if 
(D,),,, : Q;(a) + a:(/?) where /3 is an irreducible orbit with index four higher than a, then 
(&&.(q) = + (ei)*(e,)*(ool,). This quantity may be interpreted topologically: as the 
endpoint maps are SO(3)-equivariant, they define trivialisations of the framed moduli space 
&(/?,a) + .,#?(/.$a). For instance, e; :J&(/? ,a + a = SO(3) and so (ep)-‘(pt) gives a triv- ) 
ialisation of the bundle as does (e;)-‘(p). Now (ei),(e;)*(uol,J gives the degree of the 
gauge transformation relating these two trivialisations. This degree, in turn, measures the 
relative Pontrjagin class of the bundle A,-Jb,a) + A( j3, a). In summary, 
(~Gh,dd = ~~~fl,~)~l(AO(~~a) + A!(fl, a)) showing that the map 1, I-+ u @ 1, is co- 
homologous to the so-called u-map in ordinary Floer cohomology, see [14,7]. 
More can be said here: if a is a U(l)-reducible lying at index two higher than a, then 
Dy(q) has a component in $&/?) which counts the number of (unframed) instantons from 
a to /X Similarly, if fi is a Z/2-reducible lying at an index four higher than a, the same holds. 
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If tl is not an irreducible, the class u 0 1, cannot be written as (&b(q) for any class q. 
Hence, the module structure does not cause a reducible to interact with other critical orbits. 
4.3. Examples 
This section presents examples of the computation of equivariant Floer groups for S3 
and the Poincarc 3-sphere P with both orientations. Besides giving the groups, we can also 
describe the pairing between equivariant cohomology and homology as well as the module 
structures. For convenience, we will quotient out by the Z-action and consider the groups to 
be graded by H/8. 
The equivariant Floer groups for S3 are especially simple 
connection, the trivial one. Then 
H&,*(S3) = HG,*(Pr) = RCUI 
HF$(P) = H:(p) = R[ri]. 
The pairing here is just the obvious one. 
since there is only one flat 
As the Floer complexes are filtered by index, a spectral sequence results which is useful 
in understanding the computation of Floer groups. The first term of this sequence is simply 
the equivariant homology and cohomology of the orbits of flat connections. 
For the Poincare sphere, it is well known that there are two irreducible flat connections 
a and p. With the standard orientation induced from that of S3, these are indexed (modulo 
8) as ir(a) = 0 and ip(/?) = 4. The first term of the spectral sequence in the equivariant Floer 
cohomology complex then has generators in index 0 and 4, contributed from CI and /?, 
together with a H*,(pt) tower at index 0 representing the trivial connection. The dimensions 
of the non-zero terms imply that all the higher differentials vanish and we conclude that, 
after quotienting by the Z-translations, 
HFZ(P) = H*G(pt) 0 z-z*(pt) @ H*+(pt) 
HF9, #) = HG, ,(d @ Hz&t) @ H, -4b0 
This says that the long exact sequences in Theorem 2(3) split into many short exact 
sequences. The pairing between the two groups is the obvious one. 
Furthermore, an unpublished result of Kronheimer says that the module structure for 
HF,*(P) is given, up to some constants, by u u (auk, b, c) = (auk’ ’ + c, c, b). In the same way, 
for equivariant homology, 
’ n (atik’ b’ ‘) = 
(atik- l,c,b) if k > 0 
(0, c, a + b) if k = 0. 
The situation is perhaps more interesting when one changes the orientation as one sees 
interaction between the trivial connection and irreducibles. Again, the trivial connection 
8 lives at index 0 while now the irreducibles are indexed by ip(c1) = 5 and ip(/?) = 1. For 
equivariant Floer cohomology, the first differential in the spectral sequence 
d1 : H$(O) + H:(P) counts the number of instantons from p to 0 and is then non-zero. In 
addition, the fifth differential d5 : Hi(O) + H:(M) is also non-zero as it composes the count 
of the number of instantons from /I to 8 with a measure of p1 of the basepoint fibration 
along the moduli space _/X(X, 8). All other differentials necessarily vanish. This shows that, 
as an HE(pt)-module, HFy*(P) = H*(pt) = W[u] where the generator is described, as an 
equivariant form on 8, by 1 - u2. In the same way, HF,,, = HG,*(pt) = 
R[t’l] with the pairing between the groups being the obvious one. 
More details, as well as computations for binary polyhedral spaces, will appear in [3]. 
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5. INVARIANT!3 FOR CMANIFOLDS 
5.1. &manifolds with boundary 
191 
In this section we will consider manifolds with boundary Y. We write X, for a compact 
manifold with boundary Y and X1 for the manifold with cylindrical end X, ur Y x [0, co). 
Similarly, the manifold X2 will have boundary Y, and bundles will be denoted by Pi and pii. 
The general philosophy of topological quantum field theories is to assign a vector 
tip, E HF9, *( Y) to X1 and an element YP2 E HF$( Y). Invariants for the closed manifold 
X = X1 uy X2 should then be retrieved as ( y&, , Yp2) through a pairing on the Floer groups. 
Gauge theory has shown that this scheme can be hard to implement rigorously. In the 
present setup we pursue the case when no reducible instantons appear on PI. Up to 
technical difficulties, which can probably be overcome, we show that the equivariant 
fundamental classes of all the moduli spaces for X1 combine to give an element of the 
equivariant Floer homology. The problem is that in order to obtain a closed chain one must 
either incorporate all high dimensional moduli spaces, and their accompanying bubbles, or 
slightly restructure the algebraic formalism. We will follow the second approach. In the 
cohomological case the situation is more straightforward, since only finitely many moduli 
spaces are needed to get a co-closed chain. 
When considering a manifold with a cylindrical end, the moduli spaces come equipped 
with end point maps. These allow one to push forward homology and cohomology classes 
on the moduli space to the flat connections on Y by integrating over the fibres of the 
endpoint maps. This is the mechanism we use to define “relative” invariants for 4-manifolds 
with boundary. 
Besides instanton moduli spaces, Donaldson’s polynomial invariants involve cohomol- 
ogy classes defined on the space of connections through the so-called p-map. Suppose that 
P + X is a principal SO(3)-bundle over a 4-manifold X. Recalling the usual way in which 
the p-map is defined, we form the space P0 = (P x d)/S,. This is an S0(3)-equivariant 
S0(3)-bundle over X x L&,, and, as such, has an S0(3)-equivariant characteristic class 
- +(P~)~ E H$(X x 9&,) = H*(X) 0 HE(@,,). Slant product with this class defines a map 
p 1 Hj(X) + H~-j(c@~). 
This definition agrees with the usual p-map when restricted to the irreducible connection on X. 
Dejnition 5.1. We will call a class in HE(.%9’,) geometric if it has the form Pi u &t)’ 
where x1 E H,(X). 
In practice, we will take z = 0,l to avoid bubbles on the relative moduli spaces. 
5.1 .l. Cohomological invariants. To define invariants in equivariant Floer cohomology, 
set 
(51.1) 
where b is a geometric lass on WO(pO). It is known that great care has to be taken to make 
sure that this is well defined. To simplify the exposition, we will describe conditions which 
ensure that Eq. (51.1) is werl defined and then list some cases in which these conditions hold. 
Cl: There is a natural class of representatives for the cohomology class b such that each 
representative has compact support on A,,(Pz, a) for every CI for which the push-forward 
does not vanish on dimensional grounds. 
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C2: Every moduli space on which (e,),(b) does not vanish on dimensional grounds is 
cut out transversely and there are neighbourhoods of the supports of the representative of b 
in &e(P,, GI) for which a compactification with the properties of 3.12 hold. 
C3: If c1 appears in the expression for Yp2(b) and &(a) has a component along /I then 
compactifications and transversality must hold for dO(Pz, /I). 
C4: The statements of condition C2 also hold for generic one parameter families of 
moduli spaces arising from a variation in metric or perturbation. 
We see that if these conditions hold the invariant will at least be defined as a chain by the 
formula above. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume that Cl-C4 hold. The class Yp2(b) is co-closed and dejnes an 
element of HFs( Y) which is independent of the metric. 
Proof: Showing that the classes are closed amounts to showing that 
~(e~Me.f)*(d),~ = 0
for a closed equivariant differential form o. This can be established with Stokes’ theorem 
provided that 
is the codimension one boundary of Jlt,(P,, p). But this is precisely what the conditions 
amount to. 
To show that the classes are independent of the generic metric on X, we define 
a l-parameter family of metrics gS with s E [0, l] interpolating between the generic metrics 
chosen to define the invariants. This gives rise to a family of moduli spaces u, Ao(P1, a)#,. 
Two boundary components of this moduli space arise from s = 0,l. However, another 
boundary component is present and described as 
u ~0(p2~ B),. XB Jf0(B, a). 
sao, 11 
p s.t. i(p)=i(a)+ 1 
This displays the ways in which instantons factorise as we vary the metric on X1. It is then 
immediate that 
((e,2),=0)*o - ((e$=l),o = C(e,),(ea+)*(ess’[“‘ll)*O 
B 
which clearly shows that the classes we define only change by a coboundary in CF$( r). 
q 
Slightly more is true: since the moduli spaces Ao(P2, a) are empty if i(a) < C for some 
constant C, it follows that ll/p, is an element of HE,(c) ( Y) as described in Section 2.1. This will 
be needed to pair with an element in equivariant homology to be described presently. 
The genericity for these parametrised moduli spaces, as assumed in C4, does not pose 
a problem. We note that if generic mapsf: X + Y are transverse to a submanifold Z c Y 
then the evaluation map [O, l] x X -+ Y is transverse to Z for generic l-parameter families 
of maps. This takes care of smoothness of the irreducible part of the parametrised moduli 
space. However, equivariant transversality has a second ingredient coming from the 
reducibles: a generic section must miss the family of operators with positive dimensional 
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kernels. In going from a single moduli space to a family we must therefore require that the 
dimension of the reducibles is one less than what is needed to attain equivariant ransversal- 
ity for a single metric. Consequently, we have the following. 
LEMMA 5.3. If bf(X,) = 0 or b:(X,) > 1, the moduli spaces for l-parameter families of 
metrics and perturbations will be generically transverse. 
The compactness assumptions can be met in many ways. Of course, one may bluntly 
work with low dimensional classes which evaluate on compact moduli spaces only. While 
this may seem too simple to be useful, it has met with considerable success on algebraic 
surfaces. 
Another important case arises when X, is simply connected, b:(X,) > 1, wz(P2) # 0. 
Here the moduli spaces consist of only irreducible instantons so that the equivariant 
cohomology of the framed moduli space is the same as the ordinary cohomology of the 
unframed space. When the class b is a product of two-classes p(Z), it has, as shown by 
Donaldson [13, 151, representatives with compact support. On the framed moduli space 
these will become compactly supported, basic invariant differential forms, which define 
classes in equivariant cohomology which may safely be integrated to obtain a relative 
invariant with values in the equivariant Floer cohomology. This shows that the usual 
Donaldson-Floer story is contained within the more general equivariant one. 
One of the advantages of the equivariant heory is that it allows reducibles to occur on 
X2. However, care must be taken in defining the relative invariants using the instanton 
moduli spaces on X,: to obtain the compactness criteria Cl above, one should rule out the 
possibility that reducible instantons appear as ideal instantons in the compactification of 
d0(X2, a). If this were to happen, a sequence of instantons in the support of b could bubble 
off to this reducible thus violating the desired compactness. This explains the difference 
between the assumptions made in Theorems 3 and 4. 
5.1.2. Homological invariants. When working with equivariant homology we need the 
fundamental class and must arrange for the absence of reducibles from all moduli spaces. 
This can be achieved either as an assumption, or through considering a U(2)-bundle 
Pi -+ X1, where X1 has a single end of the form [0, co] x Y, and working with projectively 
asd connections on Pi. These come in moduli spaces like those for asd SU(2)connections 
with little, if any, additional technical details. Using a U(2)-bundle will control reducible 
connections: we can eliminate all reductions from generic one parameter moduli spaces 
when dimx (Xi ;Pi) > 1 and w2(P1) does not lift to a torsion class in HZ(X1; Z). We will 
assume that these hold and always work with generic perturbations and metrics. 
Let 
a E &iS%(@l); W) 
be a geometric lass comprising d, 2-classes and z 4-classes of the form ,a(pt) with z = 0,l. 
The class a can be restricted to the moduli spaces ~Ze(pr, a) for any critical point c1 of cs +J: 
We will define an invariant of the form 
rLp,(a) = 1 (ei)& na)E CF!S(Y) 
iy(ol) LC 
(5.1.2) 
for some integer C whose choice will now be explained. 
As the dimension of the framed moduli spaces &,,(Pi, a) + u equals cx, - &(a), the 
inequality iY(tl) I cx, gives an upper bound for the index of the critical orbits tl whose 
moduli spaces JZ~(P,, a) are positive dimensional. Moreover, the dimension of the moduli 
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spaces increases as i,,(a) becomes increasingly negative. In showing that Eq. (5.1.2) defines 
a closed equivariant Floer chain, one applies Stokes’ theorem, as in the cohomology case 
above, to the push-forward of &(y n a) over higher dimensional moduli spaces. The 
problem here is that bubbles may begin to appear in these moduli spaces presenting 
difficulties in understanding the convergence of the integrals. While these higher terms are 
necessary for formal reasons-to obtain a closed chain-they play no role in the gluing 
picture. To eliminate this difficulty, we will work with the truncated version of the complex 
describing equivariant Floer homology which eliminates this formal problem with bubbles 
while preserving the gluing relations to be discussed in Section 6.1. 
We take C in the definition (5.1.2) to be C = cx, - 2dr - 10 so that the relevant framed 
moduli spaces on X1 have dimension at most 2dl + 10. With this value of C, the unframed 
moduli spaces have sufficiently small dimension so that a is dual to a submanifold of 
dimension at most 4. This submanifold can be compactified without bubbles and then 
evaluated against he y class to obtain the relative invariant. To show that $r, is closed, we 
mimic the use of Stokes’ theorem in the argument of Proposition 5.2 to arrive at the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. The chain &, is closed and dejines an element of HF$Fi which is 
independent of the metric, 
It should be said that truncating this complex is somewhat natural: in the finite 
dimensional picture, leaving out the critical point sets below a certain index computes 
relative homology groups or homology with compact support. One should only reasonably 
expect to pair cohomology with compactly supported homology. 
Notice that when z = 1, the relative invariants may be expressed in terms of the module 
structure on the equivariant groups; that is, 
h&(X”) u p(pt)) = tJ n Il/x,Wd)) 
~x*(LGd) ” Cl(pt)) = u u yxl(lGd)). 
5.2. Independence of metrics and perturbations and cobordisms 
In defining equivariant Floer groups we used a fixed metric on Y and perturbation of cs. 
Since Floer’s inception of his homology we have known an elegant way to relate the 
definitions for different choices. His ideas extend to our setup provided that we choose the 
perturbations all from a single class of good perturbations as discussed in Section 3.3. 
However, the problem to compare the groups among arbitrary groups of good perturba- 
tions is left open. 
In the context of a topological quantum field theory, one can consider the map induced 
by an interpolation between perturbation as a consequence of maps being induced by 
cobordisms. This rests on the fact that one knows that the vector spaces associated to 
a manifold given its two orientations are naturally dual (see Cl]). We have not gained this 
level of understanding in equivariant Floer theory and give here an ad hoc account. 
Consider a pair of a time-dependent metric on Y and time-dependent perturbation on 
connections on Y. We denote the pair by F = (gt, fr) and assume that for t < - 1 the pair 
equals (g_ 1, f_ 1) while for t > 1 we get (gr , fi). On the cylinder we consider the perturbed 
asd equations dA/dt = *,F*l + gradJ;(A,). We will denote the moduli space of solutions 
asymptotic to a critical point CI of cs +f_ r and B of cs + fi by &!r(cr, p). 
The endpoint maps on the spaces ./Zr(c1,fi) defined by all critical points ~1, j? define 
a matrix of operators 
C,,,: GW) + f&%4: 0 + kJ,(qd*~ 
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which we use to define a map C: CF$( Y,&, gl) + CF$( Y,f_ i, g-i). Similarly, we obtain 
a map on the equivariant Floer homology complex, the discussion of which we leave to the 
reader. We will now prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Suppose that either b’(Y) = 0 or H,( Y; Z) is a torsion free and assume 
that all perturbations are as discussed in Section 3.3. Then C is well dejned, commutes with the 
S*(g*)G action and 
(1) C is a co-chain map: D9C + CD9 = 0. 
(2) $the perturbation and metric are constant (ft =fi, gt = gl) then C = Id on cohomol- 
ogy. 
(3) for three perturbations and metrics fml, fO, fi and g_1, go, g1 we have that 
CI,-I = C1,O°CO,-1. 
(4) up to chain homotopy the maps C depends solely on f_ 1, g- 1 and fi, gl. 
It is now an elementary exercise to deduce Theorem 2 from the proposition. As the 
arguments to prove the proposition are quite similar to those encountered in Section 5.1, 
we shall merely address the key points which enable the proposition. 
If &“,(a, /I) contains no instantons that bubble off, and if all moduli spaces are cut out 
transversely then it can be compactified to a manifold with corners where the codimension 
one boundary consists of: 
Here the reduced moduli spaces are taken with respect o the perturbation present at the 
end where instantons factor&e. The endpoint maps restrict to the lower strata in the usual 
way. The usual counting shows that the matrix elements are formally zero unless the 
dimension of AF(cc, /I) is small, and only moduli with the above compactification eed to be 
considered. Thus C is well defined and commutes with the S*(g*)G-action. Moreover, the 
commutation of C with the coboundary operator follows from Stokes theorem as before. 
To establish the transversality note first that if all perturbations have the correct 
signature at reducible connections, as discussed in Section 3.3, the dimension of moduli 
spaces _&(a, fl), where tl is critical for cs -t f_ 1 and /? for cs + fi, equals 
dim &,,(a, 8) = dim 01 + i(a) - i(p). 
as it would be in the translation invariant case. Similarly the S’-equivariant index at 
reducible instantons is unaffected, and is computed as in Section 3.3.4. Provided that either 
there is no torsion, or that the moduli spaces of reducible instantons on the cylinder are of 
dimension less than or equal to one, we see that &,,(a,/I) is cut out transversely. 
If the perturbation is independent of time, then there is a translation action on the 
moduli space. The vector field of this action is a fibre for both e, and ea and as a result the 
only non-trivial contributions come from translation invariant instantons. These are 
constant and this shows that C = Id. 
Next there is the issue of composing cobordisms and composition of the induced maps. 
The theme here is very similar to what we will discuss in Section 6.1 and we refer to 
Section 6.1 for a detailed proof. When we have two families F_ I+0 and FO, i we construct 
a single family F _ 1, 1 interpolating between cases - 1 and 1 with a very long area 
[ - T, T] x Yin the middle where the perturbation of cs and the metric are equal to those in 
case 0. If this region were infinitely long the moduli space JZ~,~_,,,(C(, /I) would equal 
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A simple application of Stokes’ formula for integration over the fibres would then establish 
(3) at the chain level. In reality things are not quite so simple. Because the “neck” is finite the 
fibred product we present is in fact only an approximation to the moduli space and we must 
take into account the difference between the real moduli space and the fibred product. 
Letting T + co restores the result as we will show in Section 6.1. 
Finally, we must compare two families F0 and F1 between (f- 1, g- 1) and (fi ,gl). We 
now consider a l-parameter family F, of time dependent perturbations, such that for s < $ 
we have F,, and for s > i we get F1. We also consider a l-parameter family of moduli spaces 
.,&,r,(c1, fl) --t [0, l] such that the fibre is the moduli space for F,. As we explained in 
Section 5.1 this parametrised moduli space has boundary components corresponding to 
s = 0 and s = 1 but also one arising from codimension one phenomena in the family. When 
evaluating (e&e;(&m) on d0,r8(a, /I) and applying Stokes’ theorem we get 
Here H,,, is defined in much the same way as we have done throughout: it is the 
push-forward of the pull-back over 
{A E 99(~, y); there is s E CO, 11 s.t. A E .,@O(W)F,,G,). 
This moduli space is smooth of dimension dim a + i(a) - i(y) + 1. It is at this point that 
once again we must be careful about reducibles, and once more a moduli space of reducibles 
must miss operators with kernels of positive dimension. This leads to the constraints on the 
cohomology of Y mentioned in the proposition. 
To further cast our work in the framework of a topological quantum field theory, one 
more piece, the final part of Theorem 1, is needed. 
LEMMA 5.6. Orientation preserving difeomorphisms act naturally on the equivariant Floer 
groups. 
Boot This is much the same as in Floer’s original arguments only we must be careful 
about the perturbation of the Chern-Simons function from which we have constructed our 
equivariant Floer groups. Let h be an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism of Y and 
suppose that f is an appropriate perturbation ,of the Chern-Simons function. The map h 
induces a diffeomorphism of the space of based connections to itself h”:g, + go. Notice 
that fo l gives another allowable perturbation of the Chern-Simons function in the same 
class as 5 Now the usual arguments apply: h” maps critical orbits and gradient flow lines of 
cs +f to critical orbits and gradient flow lines of cs +fo K. This is enough to induce a map 
between the two complexes defined by the two perturbations. However, since fand fo Klie 
in the same class of perturbation, the homology of these complexes are isomorphic and so 
we obtain a natural map on the equivariant Floer groups. 0 
6. GLUING THEOREMS FOR DONALDSON INVARIANTS 
6.1. Main result 
Consider a U(2)-bundle P over an oriented, closed Riemannian 4-manifold 
X = X, uy X,. By considering only moduli spaces of projectively asd connections on P, we 
control the existence of flat reducible connections. For cohomology classes 
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we can compute the Donaldson invariant, using the restriction maps ii:ao(P) + ~~(Xi, P), 
as 
This will be a differential topological invariant of X provided, first, that b+(X) > 1, to 
eliminate reducible asd connections, and secondly, that the support of a A b is away from 
the bubbles or singular instantons in M(P). We are thinking of a and b as being generated 
by p(C), for some 2-dimensional homology classes IS, and p(pt). Here we shall use 
equivariant Floer theory to analyse this invariant when the 4-manifold splits as 
xr=X1 Uy[0,T]XY”rX2. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Assume that _Mo(P x,, IX) consists of irreducible connections for generic 
metrics and perturbations and for all critical orbits u. If the support of a A b is contained in 
.MO(Xr,P)’ for all T and all generic metrics and perturbations, then 
where ri are the restriction maps on Bo(Pi). 
The proof uses the ideas of simplicial decompositions introduced by Taubes [28]. When 
we introduce a neck Y x [ - T, T] in X and let T tend to infinity then in the limit the moduli 
space &,(P)r is built up from open “cells” of the form JklO(P1, a) x, Jt;cO(Pz, ~1) while lower 
dimensional “simplices” exist in the form of instantons which lie in the image of multiple 
gluing maps 
The proposition would immediately follow from such a cell decomposition, using the fibred 
product formula (3.1.1). As we have seen the actual situation is a bit more complicated 
because, for instance, the gluing maps are not defined on all of the moduli spaces &&(P, , ~1) 
but only on parts where the energy on the cylinder becomes mall near the core of X1. The 
detailed proof consists of showing that the actual gluing maps give an approximate cellular 
decomposition for which these ideas go through. 
First we shall show that the open cells contribute the correct answer. Denote by (g,& 
the gluing map obtained by chopping off instantons on X, at f T and those on X, at i T. I$e 
define this gluing map on the product of 
for i = 1,2. By Propositions 3.15 and 3.13, these gluing maps are well defined. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let UT denote the union (taken over the critical points c( of cs + f) of 
im(g12);r in d(P). Then for sujiciently small s 
$7~ Aifb = (&,(~:a ny),Yx2(rrb)). 
Proof The gluing maps for different critical points c( have disjoint images: this follows 
from Proposition 3.15 which states that a unique critical point is approached around 
+Tx Y. 
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The following diagram shows clearly which maps are involved in the statement: 
If the lower half of the diagram were commutative then the formtila would immediately 
follow from the fibration formula (3.1.1) and the fact that the UT exhaust &o(Pi,a) as 
T tends to infinity. 
This issue is resolved by introducing the neck of length 2T :. Due to this neck, the image 
of (g,,)+, contains connections differing from M: by less than Cexp( - Tf/C) (see Propo- 
sition 3.14). On a compact subset of +UT, Proposition 3.14 also implies that 
I(il x iz) 0 (g,,):, - (rl x r2)j decays as exp( - T:/C). Away from a compact set we can use 
the description of the neighbourhood of the boundary of Jlto(P1,a) as gluing translated 
copies of compact sets (Proposition 3.12) to get the same result. 0 
The proof of Proposition 6.1.1 is completed by inspecting the complement of the image 
of (gll)iT. For large T, all connections in the complement arise from gluing instantons on 
X1 and X, to a non-trivial asd connection on the cylinder. The connections on the cylinder 
carry one of the parameters in the moduli space jtt,(P) and reasoning as in the proof of 
Lemma 6.2 we see that the contribution from this set is exponentially small because the 
forms a and b do not depend on this parameter. 
6.2. The vanishing theorem 
The application discussed in Section 2.2 shows that it is necessary to consider gluings 
along reducible connections on Y when there are reducible connections in the instanton 
moduli spaces on one of the 4-manifold pieces. Conversely, when only irreducibles appear 
on both sides of the 4-manifold, the next theorem demonstrates that the reducible connec- 
tions on Y do not contribute. Here we shall prove Theorem 5. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Suppose Y is a 3-mangold such that the Chern-Simons function may be 
perturbed as in Section 3.3 to a Morse-Bott function with only reducible critical orbits. 
Suppose, in addition, that X = X1 vy X2 is such that b+(XJ > 0 for i = 1,2. Then all 
Donaldson invariants of X, evaluated on 2-dimensional homology classes which do not pass 
through the middle and possibly one O-class, vanish. 
Proof: As stated, our results require certain compactness properties of the instanton 
moduli spaces. However, we may first cut down the moduli space on X by the 2-dimen- 
sional homology classes to obtain a manifold whose dimension is at most four and hence 
compact. It is to this “cut down” moduli space that we apply our techniques. 
As b+ (X,) > 0, the moduli space on X2 may be assumed to contain only irreducible 
connections; then SO(3) acts freely on Ao(P2,rx) to form the principal bundle 
7~: Jlt,(P,, ~1) + .Af(Pz, a). Any equivariant cohomology class on J11,(P,, tl) may be repre- 
sented by a form of the type z*(o). 
The relative invariant for Xz lies in the equivariant Floer cohomology of Y and is 
obtained by integrating over the fibration e,Z : JLto(P2, CI) -+ u. By assumption, the SO(3) 
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action on a has positive dimensional isotropy. For a point p E a, the isotropy GP acts on 
(ez)- l (p) so as to preserve the fibres of 7~. This means that a form of type 71 *(CO) can never 
realise the volume form of a fibre of e.“:Ao(P2,a) + a. In other words, 
Yxz(b) = (ez)*(n*(o)) = 0 so that all the relative invariants on the X2 side must vanish. 
u 
The case that Y = S3 is Donaldson’s original vanishing theorem (see [13]). This result 
holds more generally when Y is a lens space. The ideas we presented here have been around 
for a while. In particular Morgan et al. [24] published strong vanishing results similar to 
ours. 
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